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0 of 0 review helpful Classic Amber Kell Series Romances By Catherine Decker If you are already a Kell fan I don t 
need to say much more than buy it For those unfamiliar with Amber Kell I need to let you know of the common 
weaknesses and strengths of Kell s writing Basically all Kell s series books end rather abruptly after the romance is 
worked out and leave a large number of issues not wrapped up This allows the Attracting Anthony Anthony goes to 
the club to start dating again after the death of his lover He didn t plan on being anyone s mate The pack alpha had 
other ideas Baiting Ben After leaving his old pack in Alaska Benjamin is looking for a man to call his own 
Unfortunately just as he finds Thomas a man from his past comes to claim him What is he going to do when two 
gorgeous werewolves both want him for their mate Courting Ca 
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